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Liverpool edge in to earn semi-final game with Palace 
Liverpool 1 Queen's Park Rangers 0  
Liverpool overcame a period of self-doubt, during which they appeared to be as 
fallible as the next team, before successfully continuing their defence of the FA 
Cup at Anfield last night.  
A narrow, sixth-round replay win over Queen's Park Rangers, which was achieved 
during a spell of early supremacy, takes the holders to Villa Park on Sunday, April 
8.  
There, they will contest the eighteenth semi-final in the club's history against 
Crystal Palace a side they defeated 9-0 last September.  
Liverpool's domination of the League championship over the past 15 years has 
been so complete that many, outside of Merseyside, have paid little or no heed to 
the club's invariably successful flirtations with the FA Cup.  
Winners last season and runners-up in the previous year, Liverpool have not lost a 
tie outside of Wembley Stadium since they were defeated by Luton Town at 
Kenilworth Road in 1987. It is a remarkable record and one which seemed likely to 
be extended, rather than abruptly halted, on the evidence of the early play.  
Liverpool's attacks, and there were many, carried immense menace and, despite 
employing a five-man defence, Rangers were swiftly embroiled in a grim and 
prolonged fight for survival.  
With Wilkins and Barker, of Rangers, somewhat reluctant to leave the side of 
Whelan and McMahon, their opposition counterparts in midfield, it was rather 
surprising that Liverpool found as much space as they did in which to nurture 
their assault.  
Just how keen Liverpool were to make an early impression became apparent in 
the opening minute when Houghton delightfully delivered a cross from the right. 
It drifted around the rear of a pack of retreating defenders only to be lifted off the 
toe of Barnes, by Bardsley, as he readied himself to execute what would have 
been a simple finish.  
However, Rangers failed to heed the warning, which had been so forcibly 
delivered by Houghton, and they were made to pay a suitably high price in the 
fourth minute when Liverpool's frantic work-rate and superior passing was 
rewarded.  
Houghton, inevitably, threaded a pass through a ruck of players, leaving Beardsley 
with so much time that he was able to establish complete control before 
comfortably beating Seaman, the Rangers goalkeeper, with a shot of both power 
and accuracy.  
The goal raised the curtain on a 15-minute period during which Liverpool gave 
free reign to the sublime, and almost unique, skills which hallmark their play.  
Barnes, who contrived to make Bardsley's life a complete misery with his pace 
and uncanny balance, would have added a second in the ninth minute had his 
surprise at receiving the ball from a deflected clearance not totally ruined his 
composure.  
Although Rangers were almost totally preoccupied with defensive duties, they did 
grow appreciably more adventurous as the first half unfurled. Clarke was a little 
unfortunate not to plunder an equalizer after a mix-up between Hysen and 
Grobbelaar.  
As uncertainty began to infiltrate much of Liverpool's play, Rangers modified their 
tactics accordingly. With Wilkins showing an increasing willingness to cross the 
halfway line, there was every indication that the balance of power was likely to 
shift.  
Clarke and Wilkins both went close to punishing Liverpool's reluctance to adopt a 
more positive stance but, ironically, it was the home side which was to squander 
the best opening McMahon driving over the crossbar when well placed in the 71st 
minute.  
LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar; G Hysen, B Venison, S Nicol, R Whelan, A Hansen, P 
Beardsley, R Houghton, I Rush, J Barnes, S McMahon.  
QUEEN'S PARK RANGERS: D Seaman; D Bardsley, K Sansom, P Parker, A 
McDonald, D Maddix, R Wilkins, S Barker, C Clarke, R Wegerle (sub: M Falco), A 
Sinton.  
Referee: A Seville.  
 

 
Holders wobble through 
LIVERPOOL reached their 18th FA Cup semi-final last night by beating Queen's 
Park Rangers with a third-minute goal from Peter Beardsley but did so with 
sufficient unease to leave their supporters feeling grateful that only Crystal Palace 
will be barring the way to Wembley.  
The Cup holders have already scored 11 times against Palace in the League this 
season without reply; if there is a footballing equivalent of a dormie situation this 
is surely it.  
But if Liverpool ought to win their semi-final at Villa Park on Palm Sunday you 
could not advance an unanswerable case for their retaining the Cup on the 
evidence of last night's uneven performance in their sixth-round replay. In the 
end, Beardsley's goal was enough, but for much of the game it did not look as if it 
was going to be.  
Liverpool continue to put one in mind of a pack of bloodhounds which has begun 
to lose its sense of smell. One moment they are in full cry, baying for goals. But in 
the next instant they are apt to be found wandering disconsolately to nowhere in 
particular, sniffing vainly for the familiar passing patterns but finding none.  
Liverpool had any number of opportunities to increase their lead but wasted them 
all. Rush, playing his 400th match for the club, had a less than distinguished 
evening and Beardsley could have spared his colleagues a lot of second-half angst 
had he accepted an opportunity to double his score shortly before the interval.  
Queen's Park Rangers have now failed to win in 16 visits to Anfield and, well 
though they played last night, they rarely suggested they were going to do 
anything more than force extra-time or a replay. They played the more studious 
football and, as they had done in Sunday's  
2-2 draw at Loftus Road, denied Liverpool a lot of possession, but they lacked 
weight near goal and Grobbelaar, although he suffered some hairy moments, did 
not have to make many saves. Hysen, with a fraught clearance behind on the half-
hour, came as close as anyone to scoring for QPR.  
It initially seemed that QPR were going to be dismissed from the Kop as brusquely 
as Swansea, Southampton and Norwich City. Liverpool had only been taken to a 
replay by Barker's audacious late surge through their defence in the original 
match. Now they appeared set on getting the thing over without further ado.  
After three minutes Parker intercepted Venison on the right and conceded a 
throw-in. Beardsley, seeing the sweeper out of position, side-footed the ball 
quickly to Venison, who wasted no time with his throw. Houghton gained 
possession and his swift through pass caught the QPR defence in a state of 
disarray.  
Rush, thinking he might be offside, hesitated, but Beardsley charged through to 
send a confident shot past Seaman and the ease with which Liverpool  
had outwitted the sweeper system suggested the rest of the evening might be a 
formality.  
However, once QPR managed to get themselves organised, their carefully 
composed football posed a consistent threat to Liverpool, who were apt to lose 
their composure when the ball was played into their half, and came close to panic 
when it dropped into their goalmouth.  
The longer the game went on the greater Liverpool's need for a second goal 
became. They appeared to be on the point of increasing their lead in the 41st 
minute when in what was virtually a repetition of the move which had led to 
Beardsley's goal, Houghton's intuitive pass again found him clear and the flag 
staying down. Again Beardsley's shot beat Seaman but this time the ball curled 
wide of the far post.  
A minute later, Wilkins's header was scrambled behind for a series of corners for 
QPR which must have preyed on the holders' minds during half-time. Certainly the 
defence seemed even more disconcerted in the second half, and when the attack 
did manage to reassert pressure at the other end, McMahon lifted his shot over 
the bar after getting everything else right.  
The game ended with Falco, QPR's substitute, and Maddix trying to force the ball 
past bodies in the Liverpool goalmouth. Anfield does not usually greet final 
whistles with such relief.  
Liverpool: Grobbelaar; Hysen, Venison, Nicol, Whelan, Hansen, Beardsley, 
Houghton, Rush, Barnes, McMahon.  
Queen's Park Rangers: Seaman; Bardsley, Sansom, Parker, McDonald, Maddix, 
Wilkins, Barker, Clarke, Wegerle (Falco, 66min), Sinton.  
Referee: A Seville (Birmingham). 

 


